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Abstract
While RHIC has only just startedrunniug for its heavy
ion physics progr~ in the fiist run last snmmeq we
achieved 100/0of the design luminosity.In this paper we
discuss plans for increasingthe luminosi~ by a factor of
35 beyond the nominal design. A factor of 4 should be
straightforwardby doubling the number of bunches per
ring and squeezing the P* horn 2 to 1 m at selected
interactionpoints.An additionalf%tor of 8 to 10 could be
possible by using electroncooling to counteractintrabeam
scatteringandreduce emittancesof the beams.

1 GOLD-GOLD LUMINOSITY UPGRADE

The RHIC lattice allows for simultaneousopemtion at
six different interaction regions, each with a design
Iuminosiiy of 2 x1026 cm 2 s 1 for gold beams. It is
expected that this design luminosity will be reached
during the FY2001 heavy ion rum The machine
parameters are shown in Table 1 in column “RDM”
(RHIC DesignManual).
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Table 1: The luminosity performance of RHIC in
scenarios of Au+Au collisions at 100 GeV/nucleon. The
luminosity averagesgiven for “RDM” and “RDM+” are
averagedover a 10hour store.For the ‘RHIC U“ scenario
luminosityis averagedover 5 hoursdueto the beam-beam
bum-off fkomactualcollisions.

In table 1 (and in the following), &is the normalized
95?40emittance,P* is the H?beta fimction, ~ is the beam-
beam parameterper 1P,NB the numberof storedbunches,
N the numberof ions per bunc~ o’* angularbeam size at
lp, O* rms beam size at the,IP, Lo the initial luminosity

luminosityby abouta factor of four consistsof increasing
the number of bunches from about 60 to about 120 and
decreasing(Y from 2 m to 1 m. This will not requireany
substantialnew hardware. However, due to the larger
beam size in the interactiontripletsthe non-linear local
correction elementswill have to be carefully optimized. It
is expected thatthis level of performancecan be reached
during the FY2003 running period. The machine
parametersfor this enhanced luminosity are shown in
column “IU)M+”.

A furtherincrease of the number of bunches or decrease
of P* is possible andhasbeen studied.However, it would
require substantial upgrades or modifications of the
collider detectors. The former will reduce the time
interval between collisions to less than 100 ns and the
latter would. require additional triplets close to the
collision point. Alternatively the luminosity can be
enhancedby increasingthe numberof ions per bunch or
by de-creasing the transverse emittance of the beam.
However, alreadyat the presentbunch intensityandbeam
emittance the luminosity is expected to decrease very
rapidly during a store due to intrabeamscattering(IRS).
tis is the reason for the large difference between peak
and average luminosity in Table 1. To overcome this
limitation we are proposing to counteract intrabeam
scatteringby electron cooling the gold beams at storage
energy.

Cooling the gold beams at 100 GeV/nucleon requires
electron beam energy of about 50 MeV and an average
beam currentof about 10mA. A detaileddiscussionof the
electron cooling of RHIC can be found in a companion
paper [1]. With electron cooling the beam ernittancecan
be reduced and maintainedthroughoutthe store and the
luminosity increased until non-linear effects of the two
colliding beams on each other limit any fbrtherincrease
(beam-beamlimit). Withthe parametersshown in Table 1
in column “RH.IC H“, a luminosity increase by 35-fold
over RI-UC design luminosity could eventually be
achieved. The RHIC electron cooler could be completed
by FY2006.

Upgradingthe heavy ion beam fi-om gold to uranium
ions at similarbunch intensitieswill requiretAe Electron
Beam lon Source (EBIS), which is presently in
development[2].

~d <b theaverageluminosity.A firstupgradeof the
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2 LUMINOSITY UP(XADES FOR
POLARIZED PROTON OPERATION

The RHIC spin physics program uses the unique
capability of RHIC to accelemte and collide polarized
proton beams at a center-of-mass energy of up to 500
GeV anda luminosityof up to 2X1032cm-2s-1.

Although the physics potential of this capability still
needs to be exploited thereareupgradesto RHIC thatcan
significantlyextendthephysics reachof thisprogram.

Since the spinphysics programrelies on high precision
measurementsa luminosity upgrade is most usefhl. The
proton beam intensity can be increase~ or the beam
emittance be decreased until the beam-beam limit is
reached which corresponds to a luminosity of about
4X1032cm 2 s ‘. The RHIC electron cooler proposed for
heavy ion operationcould be used at injection energyto
achieve this reduction of the proton beam ernittance.The
machine parametersfor the expected luminosity during
FY2001 (column “lU)M”), the enhanced luminosity as
discussed above for gold beams (column “RDM+”), and
the luminosity at the beam-beam limit (column “RHIC
II”) arelistedin Table2.

~~ I RDM RDM+ RHlc II
& q.lm I 20 20 12

~ m 12 1 1

1~1
Table 2: The luminosity performance of RHIC in

scenarios of p+p collisions at 250 GeV per beam. Note
that for the RHIC II and RDM+ scenarios, we have
assumedthatbeams arecolliding atonly two or th-ee 1P’s
respectively,so the totaltune shiftlimit is still0.024.

Taken together these upgmdes would allow for
polarized proton luminosityat 500 GeV of up to 4X1033
cmzs’, a 20-fold increase over the present luminosity
goal for pp.

It seemsalso possibleto installin one or two interaction
regions an additionalpair of high-field focusing triplets
that would reduce P* to about 30 cm, increasing the
luminosity by an additional factor of 3. Finally, the
number of bunches in each ring could be increasedfrom
120 to 360, increasingthe luminosityby anotherfactor of
3. These two last upgrade options would also requirean
upgradeto the detectors.

It may also be interestingto increasethe center-of-mass
energy of the polarized proton collisions. The arc dipoles
and quadruples in RHIC have a margin of about 30°/0
beyond the opemting field for 250 GeV beam energy.
Exploiting this margin would allow for operation at a
center-of-mass energy of about 650 GeV. One or two
interactionregions would have to be refittedwith higher

field magnetsto produce collisions whereastheremaining
interaction regions could be retuned for simply
transportingthe higher energy beam without producing
collisions.

3 SINGLE BUNCH INTENSITY LIMIT

The beam-beam parameter~ which is proportionalto
N/&,places a fundamentallimit on the single bunch phase
space densityN/s, since ~=1.5rN/&where r is the classical
ion radius.~ has a critical maximumvalue which cannot
be surpasseddueto nonlineardynamics.Note thatneither
the beta function j3*nor the energyy enterthe expression
for ~, thus the single bunch intensity limit cannot be
enhanced or reduced by optics or energy upgrades.Also
note that~ is a %eam-beam” pmeter, not a “tone shiff’
parameter– if thereare Nmhead-on collisions per turn,a
smallamplitudeparticlesuffersa totaltune shiftof

AQ=NP.~
The exact critical maximumvalue ~ depends on many

detailssuch as the number of head-on collisions per tunL
the presence of long range beam-beam interactions,the
betatron and synchrotronstunes, the chromaticity, the
possible presence of externalsources of tune modulation
damping etc. Even without a detailed model of an
upgradedRHIC, it is reasonableto assumethat

~= 0.024ilJP
an approximate value which is justified not only by

general calculations and simulations,but also by direct
experience at the SPS[3], and the Tevatron[4, 5]. It is
unclearhow electroncooling may affect thislimit.

The single bunch intensityknit due to the beam-beam
interactionis dhectly proportionalto the ernittance,which
is nominally expected to increase from about 15 pm to
about 40 pm in the course of a 10-hour store, due to
intrabeam scattering (lBS). Using nominal numerical
values for <. and q the maximum single bunch gold
intensityis foundto be

NC=2.6.10@/15pm)( <JO.004)
This is to be compared with the nominal single bunch

intensityof 109ions per bunchquotedin the MC Design
Manual [6]. The beam-beamlimitis not faraway.

4 LUMINOSITY AT THE BEAM-BEAM
AND ANGULAR APERTURE LJMITS

The lurniuosityper interactionpointis given by
L=N~~2cs’*2(4nf,,v~/?)

Where f,,, is the revolution fkequency.The term in
parentheses is constant at f=ed energy. This
parameterization is appropriate when the maximum
luminosityis simultaneouslylimited -or nearly limited -
by beam-beam effects and by intemction region optics,
since thenthevaluesof{ ando’* arewell known.

The beta functionata distanced horn the 1P,stillin the
driftregion before the firstquadrapole,is given by

~(d)= ~*+d2/~”- d2/(3”



.
Similarly,the maximum value of P in the interaction

region tripletis inversely proportionalto the value of P*.
By anidogy with the equation above, this relationshipis
convenientlydescribedby introducingthe nearlyconstant

“effective tripletdistance” ;, which is definedby

; =(j~’)””’
The effective triplet distance also relates the angular

beam size atthe IPto themaximumbeam size ‘a, since
~ =;GW

The upper limit of this maximum beam size is
constrainedby the requirementof an apertureatleastn %3
times the rms size of the beam in the tripletquadruples.
Thus, the angularbeam size at the ll? mustbe less thana
critical value a’*. which is proportionalto the “effective

angularaperture”of thetriplet ald, through
.

D’*< G’*C=af~ n
Note that the critical value o’*C is independent of

emittancefor non-pathologicalvaluesof D*.The effective
angularapertureis the principalfigure of meritmeasuring
the potency of I.Poptics schemes.It is improved by using
largerbore quadruples (increasinga ) or by moving the

tripletcloser to the D?(decreasing ~ ).

AtRHIC,the Effective tripletdistance, ; is 36 ~ the
triplet bore radius, z is 65 mm and this leads to a
maximum angularbeam size a’*, of 226 prat a limit
which will be slightly violated if a gold beam with an
emittanceof&=40 n pm is storedin a latticewith ~%=1m.
Withthesevalues,and f,,v=78.3 M..z,we get

L=(NB/120)(&.004)2(o’*/226pmd)24.6.1028cm-2s-*

The next natumlquestionto ask is what are the limits
on NB.The image currentof the beam which flows in the
vacuum chamber walls causes resistiveheating. This is
not a concern in the sections of beam pipe at room
temperature,but has the potentialto be a seriousproblem
when the heat is deposited at cryogenic temperatures.A
maximumaveragecryogenic heatload of about 0.5 to 1.0
Watt per meter can be tolerated during continuous
running.An analysis [7] lead to the engineeringdecision
to use stainlesssteelbeam pipes withouta copper coating.
Fig. 1 shows the extension of that analysisto the RHIC
upgrades.The linearpower load depends stronglyon the
RMS Gaussiazzbunch length, and on the number of
bunches.

The calculation assumes that all ion bunches have
exactly the same charge, and that they are spread
uniformly around the circtierence. la this case the
power spectrum is a series of narrow lines uniformly
spacedby NBf~~,, undera Gaussianenvelope which is the
Fourier transform of the bunch shape. The total linear
power load is just a sum over all these spectral lines,
convoluted with the vacuum chamber resistanceat those
frequencies– a resistancethatis dominatedby skindepth
effects. As the number of bunches increases,the spacing

between spectrallines increaseslike NB, but the power in
each harmonic increaselike NB2.Thus when the bunches
are Iongitachxdly spaced by very many bunch lengths–
for example,when NB=360– the linearpower load is just
proportionalto NB,as is intuitivelyexpected.

Fig. 1 shows thatthis scaling breaks down when there
are 2520 bunchesin anion ring, andthe bunch spacing is
only 1.52 m, except for very shortbunchlengthslesstha.q
say, 0.25 m. The suppressionof the linear power load
which is implied for longer bunch lengthsis weakenedin
more realisticsituations– for example,when an abortgap
is present and when the bunch populations are not all
equal.Nonetheless,it is possibleto storeasmany as 2520
bunches in the ion rings without violating the maximum
heatload limit, andwithoutlosing much luminosityto the
hourglasseffect.

Otherpossible limits,which will not be discussedhere,
are heating of the Beam Position Monitor signal cables
andthe electroncloud effect.

Figure 1. Linear power load deposited at cryogenic
temperaturesin the stainlesssteelvacuumchamber,dueto
beam image currentswith 109gold particlesper bunch.
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~ ENTION

The United States Government has rights in this invention pursuant to

Contract Number DE-FG02-90ER80861 between the United States Government and

Giner, Inc.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to the composition and method of manufacture

of a bipolar plate for use in an electrochemical device. In particular, the invention is

a titanium carbide bipolar plate formed by blending titanium carbide powder with a

suitable binder material and molding the mixture, at an elevated temperature and

10 pressure.
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Electrochemical devices, including fiel cells and electrolytic cells, generally

involve producing electric current or desired chemical compounds by interconverting

electrical and chemical energy. Atypical electrochemical device includes an anode

5 (he] electrode), a cathode (air or oxygen electrode), an ion-conducting electrolyte

positioned between the anode and cathode, and a separator, or bipolar plate, for

separating the anode of one cell ilom the cathode of an adjacent cell and conducting

electrical current. Fuel cells generate electrical energy by promoting the chemical

reactions at the electrodes. More specifically, fuel gas is supplied to the anode

10 surface producing an electron-generating oxidation reaction, oxygen is supplied to

the cathode surface producing an electron-consuming reduction reaction, electric

charge is transferred from the anode to the cathode through the bipolar plate, and

internal charge transfer is accomplished through the electrolyte, Conversely,

electrolytic cells produce desired chemical compounds by driving chemical changes

15 in the electrochemical cell with the passage of electric current through the

electrolyte. For example, a water electrolyzer produces hydrogen and oxygen, and

chlorine production is accomplished by the electrolysis of aqueous solutions of

sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid.

A plurality of electrochemical cells are generally stacked together in electrical

20 series to produce a usefhl voltage. To form the cell stack, bipolar plates

electronically connect the anode of one celI with the cathode of an adjacent celI.

Bipolar plates may also include structures, e.g. flow fields, for evenly distributing the

-3-
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reactants over the active surfaces of the electrochemical cell, or the bipolar plates

may provide support for such structures within the electrochemical cell. Where a

liquid electrolyte is used, bipolar plates may fiu%herincorporate reservoirs for

replenishing the electrolyte supply.

Bipolar plates serve as both current collectors and separation barriers within

electrochemical cell stacks. As a current collector, bipolar plates provide an

electrical connection between adjacent electrochemical cells, and, therefore, bipolar

plates must exhibit good electrical conductivity. As a separation barrier, bipolar

pla;es isolate the anode and cathode reactants and products within one cell from

10 those in an adjacent cell, requiring them to be impervious to the electrochemical cell

reactants and products, as well as any liquid electrolyte, and resistant to corrosion
.,

under the operating conditions of the electrochemical device. Operating conditions

frequently include harshly acidic environments, high electrical potentials, and high

temperatures. Ideally, bipolar plates are also easy to fabricate, physically durable,

15 thin, and lightweight.

Bipolar plates are critical to the efficient operation of advanced commercial

multi-cell electrochemical devices, such as phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCS),

regenerative proton exchange membrane (PEM) fhel cells, water and hydrogen

chloride electrolytic cells, and lead-acid batteries. In these systems, one electrode

20 operates at a high anodic potential, in the range of between about 1.0 to about 2.0

volts, as measured against the reversible hydrogen electrode reference (vs. R.HE).

PAFC bipolar plates are traditionally made of graphite and carbon-based materials,
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which severely corrode and are thermodynamically unstable at electrode potentials “of

greater than 0.8 volts vs. RHE. For example, bipolar plates made from graphite resin

mixtures that are carbonized at low temperatures are unsuitable and rapidly degrade

under the operating conditions of PAFCS, fiel cells having an electrolyte comprised

5 of phosphoric acid (HgPOA).Heat treating these carbonized graphite plates reduces

the corrosion current by two orders of magnitude at 0.8 volts in 97’XOH~POQPAFCS at

190‘C, however, while slowed, the corrosion eventually limits the i%elcell’s

operating lifetime.

Corrosion problems are even more severe in more advanced electrochemical

10 devices, such as in PEM electrolytic cells, where anodic potentials may exceed 1.8.

volts vs. RHE and the bipolar plates are in constant contact with highly acidic

solutions (about pH 0.0 to about pH 3.5). PEM fiel cells, also referred to as solid

polymer electrolyte fiel cells (SPEFCS), utilize a solid polymer, proton-conducting

membrane as an electrolyte, which is typically a perfluorinated sulfonic acid polymer

15 electrolyte membrane. The PEM fuel cell operating environment includes strong

acidic oxidizing and reducing conditions, and temperatures up to 125“C. PEM fuel

cell bipolar plates are typically comprised of hydrophobic carbon felt paper and

graphite supportmaterial. The conducting parts of the fiel cell frames maybe

titanium and the non-conducting parts polysulfone. PEM fiel cells are of current and

20 specific interest in automotive applications, as they ameliorate environmental

pollution problems associated with combustion engines and offer a renewable source

of energy.

-5-
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One approach to the problem of bipolar plate corrosion is to use materials

the ability to withstand the oxidizing conditions within the electrochemical

cell, such as titanium, niobium, and tantalum. These metals, however, are

prohibitively expensive. In addition, in highly acidic applications, such as PEM fuel

5 cell applications, these metals are subject to anodic dissolution at the cathode,

hydrogen embrittlement at the anode, and the formation of electronically resistive

oxide films. Platinizing the metal in the active area of the oxygen electrode to

maintain its conductivity is possible, however, this involves molding a graphite

polymeric binder base plate and covering it with a platinized metal foil, such as tin,

10 also a very expensive process because of the composite structure of the bipolar plate.

For electrochemical devices to become a competitive energy technology, the
..’

power densities and operating lifetimes of the devices must be increased and the

manufacturing and operating costs reduced. In particular, a need continues for an

easily fabricated, economic, non-corrosive, highly electronically conductive bipolar

15 plate material for use in electrochemical devices operating at high potentials and in

harshly acidic environments.

The present invention is a corrosion resistant titanium carbide bipolar plate

formed by blending titanium carbide powder with a suitable binder material and

molding the mixture, at an elevated temperature and pressure. The molded titanium

20 carbide bipolar plates have long term mechanical and thermodynamic stability in

acidic media at high anodic potentials and exhibit good electrical conductivity. In

addition, the method of molding the bipolar plate is economically attractive and
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allows for greater flexibility in the design of the plate than traditional machining

processes.

Therefore, in view of the above, a basic object of the present invention is to

provide a bipolar plate capable of withstanding high potentials and harshly acidic

5 environments within electrochemical cells.

Another object of this invention is to provide a bipolar plate that has good

electrical conductivity and is resistant to corrosion under the operating conditions of

the electrochemical device.

Yet another object of this invention is to provide a low cost, physically

10 durable bipolar plate that is easy to fabricate.

Additional objects, advantages and novel features of the invention will be set

forth in part in the description which follows, and in part will become apparent to

those skilled in the art upon examination of the following or may be learned by

practice of the invention. The objects and advantages of the invention maybe

15 realized and attained by means of instrumentation and combinations particularly

pointed out in the appended claims.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention is a composition and method of making a bipolar plate

comprised of titanium carbide for use in an electrochemical device. The process

20 involves blending titanium carbide powder with a suitable binder and molding the

mixture, at an elevated temperature.

-7-
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The appended claims set forth those novel features which characterize the

invention. However, the invention itself, as well as fkrther objects and advantages

thereo~ will best be understood by reference to the following detailed description of

a preferred embodiment taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings,

where like reference characters identify like elements throughout the various figures,

in which:

FIG. 1 is a graphical comparison of corrosion currents in a bipolar plate

comprised of graphite, a bipolar plate comprised of molded titanium carbide (TiC)-

polysulfone, and a bipolar plate comprised of graphite resin;

FIG. 2 is a graphical comparison of corrosion currents in a bipolar plate
...

comprised of graphite and a bipolar plate comprised of molded TiC-polyvinylidene

fluoride resin; and

FIG. 3 is a graphical comparison of corrosion currents in a bipolar plate

comprised of graphite-polymer and a bipolar plate comprised of molded

polyvinylidene fluoride resin.

TiC-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the composition and method of manufacture

of a bipolar plate for use in an electrochemical device. In particular, the invention is

a titanium carbide (TiC) bipolar plate formed by blending TiC powder with a

suitable binder material, and pressing the mixture into a mold, at an elevated

temperature and pressure.
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The molded TiC bipolar plates are especially designed for use in high

temperature electrochemical devices operated at high electrical potentials of greater

than about 0.8, relative to the standard reversible hydrogen electrode (vs. RHE), and

in harshly acidic environments. For example, phosphoric acid fiel cells (PAFCS)

5 have an electrolyte comprised of acid concentrations of up to 100% phosphoric acid

(H,PO,) and are operated at temperatures of about 200”C.

Molded TiC bipolar plates were prepared by blending TiC powder with a

binder material and pressing the mixture into a mold. Suitable binders include, but

are not limited to, polysulfone (PSO, PSU), polyvinylidene fluoride resin (e.g.,

10 KYNAR Registered TM), polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP),

fluoroethylenepropylene (FEP), polyimide (PI), polyetheretherketone (PEEK),

polyetherketone (PEK)jpolyphenylene sulfide (PPS), and polybenzyimidazole (PBI).

The mixture is heated to a temperature in the range of between about 175“C and

about 190‘C, and preferably to a temperature of about 190‘C, and subjected to a

15 pressure in the range of between about 10,000 psi and about 40,000 psi, and

preferably to a pressure of about 30,000 psi.

The molded TiC bipolar plates are electrochemically more stable and exhibit

superior corrosion resistance than commercially available carbon or graphite catalyst

supports in various acidic media and at potentials in excess of about 0.8 to about 1.2

20 volts vs. RHE. In addition, the corrosion current in a 190‘C 100 wt YO H~POqPAFC

having a molded TiC plate was also found to increase much more slowly with

increasing potential than that of a PAFC having a carbon plate, which rose sharply at

-9-
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potentials above about l. Ovolts. Themolded TiCplates alsohave superior electicd

conductivity, for example, the conductivity of TiC is approximately five times higher

than that of graphite. The ability to mold the TiC bipolar plates is an important

design feature for low-cost electrochemical devices, since the cost to mold the TiC

5 plates is much less than the cost to machine them. In sum, the corrosion resistance,

high conductivity, relatively low cost, and flexibility of design of the molded TiC

plates make them highly suitable for use in bipolar regenerative PEM fuel cells, lead-

acid batteries, water electrolyzers, and other advance electrochemical systems, which

require materials that are stable at high anodic potentials.

10 EXAMPLE 1

A molded titanium carbide (TiC) plate was prepared for use in a phosphoric

acid fhel cell (PAFC) electrochemical device by blending TiC powder with a

polysulfone binder, pressing the mixture into a mold, and heating the mixture to a

temperature of about 190”C. The molded TiC-polysulfone plate demonstrated a

15 resistivity of 0.009 Ll*cm,which is half the resistivity of a commercially available

pure graphite plate. The bipolar plate was tested in a 100-wt’%0PAFC device at a

temperature of 190”C. FIG 1. is a graph of voltage verses corrosion current density

for the molded TiC-polysulfone plate, a commercial graphite plate, and a commercial

graphite resin plate. The graph indicates that the corrosion current of the molded

20 TiC-polysulfone plate is significantly lower than that of the two commercially

available graphite plates, at potentials above 1.3 volts vs. RHE. FIG. 1 fiu-ther shows

that at potentials as low as 0.9 volts vs. RHE, the corrosion current of the molded
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TiC-polysulfone plate was significantly lower than the.graphite-resin plate, and at a

potential of 1.5 volts vs. RHE, the corrosion current of the molded TiC-polysulfone

plate was two orders of magnitude lower than either of the commercially available

graphite plates. The flatness of the plotted curve indicates that the molded TiC-

5 polysulfone plate is likely to be stable at even higher anodic potentials.

EXAMPLE 2

A molded titanium carbide (TiC) plate was prepared for use in a PAFC

electrochemical device by blending TiC powder with a polyvinylidene fluoride resin

binder, pressing the mixture into a mold, and heating the mixture to a temperature of

10 about 190“C. Corrosion currents of the molded TiC-polyvinylidene fluoride resin

plate and a commercially available bipolar graphite-polymer plate were measured in
-.,

a 40-wtO/0HZSO1PAFC device at a temperature of 80‘C and at high anodic

potentials. FIG. 2 shows that following 1000 minutes at 1.8 volts, the corrosion

current of the molded TiC-polyvinylidene fluoride resin plate was two orders of

15 magnitude lower than that of the graphite-polymer plate. The rapid decrease in the

corrosion current for the molded TiC-polyvinylidene fluoride resin plate from

approximately 100 minutes to 1000 minutes demonstrates that the steady-state

corrosion rate may be considerably lower than that observed at 1000 minutes. In a

polarization scan from 1.2 to 2.0 volts following thk testing, the corrosion current of

20 the molded TiC-polyvinylidene fluoride resin plate was nearly invariant with

increasing potential, particularly at potentials above 1.6 volts, and continued to be

two orders of magnitude lower than that of the graphite-polymer pIate, as shown in

-11-
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FIG. 3. Additionally, the graphite-polymer plate was severely deformed during this

testing, with the thickness of the plate in the area exposed to the acid being nearly

double the original thickness and a measured weight gain of about 5%. In contrast,

the appearance and thickness of the molded TiC-polyvinylidene fluoride resin plate

5 did not visibly change, and a weight loss of approximately 1% was measured.

The foregoing description of a preferred embodiment of the invention has

been presented for purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be

exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and obviously

many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching. The

10 embodiments described explain the principles of the invention and practical

applications and should enable others skilled in the art to utilize the invention in
-.

various embodiments and with various modifications as are suited to the particular

use contemplated. While the invention has been described with reference to details

of the illustrated embodiment, these details are not intended to limit the scope of the

15 invention, rather the scope of the invention is to be defined by the claims appended

hereto.

20
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ABSTRACT

Titanium carbide comprises a corrosion resistant, electrically conductive,

non-porous bipolar plate for use in an electrochemical device. The process involves

blending titanium carbide powder with a suitable binder material, and molding the

mixture, at an elevated temperatureandpressure.
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Figure 1. Corrosion Currents of Bipolar Plates in Hot Concentrated Phosphork Acid
~as a Function of Potential (Following Corrosion at 1.0 V for 1000 min.

in 190°C, 100-wt% H3P04).


